
The guiding concept of the project is the fashioning of a material sign that will actually 
enhance the wine, a sign that embodies a synthesis between the earth and its resour-
ces, the sun’s energy, and man and his work.    
The architecture of the winecellar eloquently expresses this culture, which is the conti-
nuous striving for a state of balance between man and his environment.   
The project has its roots in a dynamic interrelationship, particularly intense, with the 
pre-existing site, a 15th-century ex-quarry of sedimentary stone, known as La Mattona-
ra. 
What emerges, then, is an energy-filled relationship with the surrounding environment 
and its history, one that, far from being negatively impacted by the structural complex, 
is rather nourished by what the cellar offers.    
The ground-level component is cladded with limestone that emerged from the initial 
excavation, while deliberately-placed interstices, along with Cor-ten steel inserts, conju-
re up the ex-quarry, a space now dedicated to the maturation and ageing of wines in 
oak barrels.  
The progression of the external envelope, taken together with the plantings in the han-
ging gardens, create a certain irregularity along the summit of the structure, mitigating 
the visual impact of the lower level and dialoguing harmoniously with the facing hillslo-
pe of the natural amphitheatre.   
The spatial envelope is further characterised by a second skin, in Cor-ten steel, that 
“de-materialises” the bulk looming above it; the motif is based on the veining of the 
grape leaf, with the objective of achieving a more aesthetic-functional rapport with the 
surrounding environment.    
With regard to its layout, Zýmē’s new cellar develops over three levels and comprises 
some 3,000 square metres. A system of ramps and stairway lifts keeps visitor and pro-
duction activities in separate spheres.    
Other aspects fundamental to the project are keyed to specific production requiremen-
ts. The natural process of ageing, for example, is ensured by the constant temperatu-
res characteristic of the underground facility. Placing spaces underground is doubly ef-
ficient, with respect to both energy savings and creation of bio-climate conditions.    
The high quality of the architecture for Zýmē is the fruit of shared affinities, values, and 
breadth of vision. These mutually-held qualities and efforts have given solidity and 
meaning not only to the architecture, but to the position as well that Zýmē enjoys in the 
world of wine.           
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